
A Great Business Opportunity

Exceptional Energy. 
Without All the Chemicals.

Plexus Active™
Clean, long-lasting energy.*

Plexus Active is the healthier way to get an energy boost, 
whenever you need it. With every serving of Active, you 
get long-lasting energy from natural sources, heightened 
performance and mental clarity, and an enhanced feeling of 
alertness. Active is the lifestyle performance drink mix that 
is here to energize you, your customers, and your business!* 

 *These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

How To Share:

Everyone lives an active life. From volunteering in a 
classroom, to presenting in a boardroom, to lifting in a 
weight room, to late-night cramming in a dorm room—
daily life drains our energy. It’s only natural that we find 
ourselves seeking an energy boost...so why are so many 
of the energy blends in “energy” products so unnatural? 
Artificial colors, flavors, and sweeteners, chemical 
stimulants we can’t even pronounce, and formulas that give 
us the jitters (not to mention a crash a few hours later). 

Reach for the healthier choice, with Plexus Active. Active 
is formulated with natural caffeine sources like green tea 
and yerba mate, for a more natural lift in energy. Plus, 
Active goes beyond energy; it supports mental clarity 
and focus with l-theanine, and it supports a healthy brain 
with a premier form of choline. Active also contains an 
antioxidant-rich blend of plant extracts like turmeric, 
blueberry, tart cherry, and more, which has been clinically 
shown to increase nitric oxide (a vasodilator that increases 
blood flow, which helps deliver key nutrients to active 
muscles) by 175%. And, with only 25 calories and a 
refreshing, natural peach-mango flavor, Active is a choice 
you’ll feel good about.*

So whether you need a post-workout recovery drink or a 
mid-afternoon carpool pick-me-up, you get the energy, 
clarity, and alertness you need, without sacrificing 
your health.*

Key Benefits

• Clean, long-lasting energy*

• Boosts performance & mental clarity*

• Enhances feeling of alertness*

• Supports natural nitric oxide production*

• Supports improved performance*

• Reduces oxidative stress*



Ideas For Your Direct Messages:

I don’t know about you, but for 
me, the struggle of the afternoon 
slump is all too real! By the time 
I’ve gotten the kids off to school, 
done the laundry, run a few 
errands, and spent some time out 
in the garden, my energy is long 
gone. I know other moms have 
similar schedules, which is why I’m 
so excited to share Plexus Active! 
I’ve been hesitant to try “energy” 
products in the past, because of 
all the weird chemicals, but the 
energy I get with Active’s energy 
blend comes from natural sources, 
so it’s a much healthier option. And 
because there’s no “crash” like you 
get with other drinks like coffee or 
soda, I’m still on top of my game 
for dinner prep and bedtime (win!). 
Want to know more? Send me a 
message!*

I’ve been guilty of reaching 
for a pick-me-up in the middle of 
my work day. Some days just drag! 
Usually I reach for coffee or a soda, 
but sometimes, I get desperate 
and grab one of those neon green 
energy drinks full of chemical 
stimulants that give me the jitters. 
But now, I’ve got Plexus Active. 
Active has natural sources of 
caffeine, along with plant extracts 
for nitric oxide support and the 
amino acid l-theanine for mental 
clarity. Basically, it’s a healthier 
energy boost that keeps me feeling 
my best, without sacrificing my 
health with strange chemicals. I get 
through my day jitter-free, and I 
don’t crash when I get home. I can 
even use it to improve my workout 
performance. It’s been a game 
changer for me, so leave a comment 
below if you want to know more.*

Friends, I finally found it! This is the 
answer to those sluggish mornings, 
that after-lunch sleepiness, and 
even that post-workout fatigue! 
Whenever you feel your energy 
lacking, this is the product to 
reach for—not stuff that’s packed 
with chemicals and artificial...well, 
everything. This is Plexus Active, 
and it’s a healthier, more natural 
way to give yourself the energy 
boost your busy life demands. 
With Active, I don’t get the jitters, 
don’t get a crash, and can feel 
good knowing it contains no 
artificial colors or sweeteners. 
Even the yummy peach mango 
flavor is natural! Active has plant-
based ingredients, amino acids, 
and vitamins, plus natural sources 
of caffeine, for energy, mental 
clarity, and improved performance. 
If you want to try it out risk-free, 
message me!*

 *These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

Social media makes it easy to share Plexus Active™. 
Introduce your on-the-move and on-the-go friends 
to Plexus Active, share what you love about it, and 
don’t forget to follow up!

Share Active on Social 1

#PlexusActive #DailyPickUp #CleanLastingEnergy 
#CleanEnergy #EnergizeResponsibly 
#ForMyActiveLife #HealthyEnergyBoost

Use these hashtags in your posts to keep the conversation going!

Active can be taken alongside your other favorite 
Plexus® products to help you power through your 
weight management plan, your gut health journey, 
and your overall quest for health and happiness.* 

Try adding a packet of Active to your next serving of 

Slim (trust us, the flavors play really well together!). 
You could also add your Active to your Lean Whey 
Creamy Vanilla, for a vanilla-peach-mango morning 
smoothie that’s as delicious as it is healthy!

The Energizing Addition Your 
Routine is Missing

Key Features

• S7™ plant-based nutrient blend including turmeric, tart 
cherry, blueberry, kale and more

• Bioavailable forms of Vitamins A, C, E, and B-vitamins

• Natural peach-mango flavor

• 14 convenient single-serve packets

• 100% Vegetarian and gluten free

• No artificial colors, flavors, sweeteners or preservatives



2
USE AT LEAST

TOOLS WITH YOUR 
PROSPECTS AS YOU'RE 

INTRODUCING 
ACTIVE

Use Tools To Share 

Use Personal Connections To Share

Now that you have energy to spare, use it to spread 
the word about Active! 

Check the back office for all available tools.

When it comes to starting conversations about Active, social 
media is a great place to start. But if you really want to share 
what Active can do, personal interaction is the way to go!
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 *These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

Develop Your Plexus Active™ Story

Your Plexus Active story might sound like this:

Your Plexus Active story is a 30-second “commercial” 
about your experience with Plexus Active. Write it 
down, practice it, and share it!

Keeping my energy up is a constant struggle. Even on those 
days I don’t make it to the gym, I’m still on the move in one 
way or another! I’ve always thought coffee, soda, or other 
chemical-packed drinks were my only options for boosting 
my energy, but now, I’ve found something that’s better 
in every way: Plexus Active! This lifestyle performance 
drink contains caffeine from natural sources like green 
tea and yerba mate, which means I get clean, lasting 
energy without the jitters or a crash. Active also gives me 
l-theanine, an amino acid that supports mental clarity and 
focus, plus an antioxidant-rich blend of plant extracts, and 
choline for a healthy brain. It’s naturally sweetened, and 
has only 25 calories with 3 grams of added sugar. Basically, 
it’s my new go-to solution for any slump, energy dip, or 
brain fog. It’s clean, lasting energy I won’t regret later!*
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Introducing Plexus Active, the new way to keep 
you happy, healthy, and energized with a natural 
energy blend.*

Benefits
• Clean, long-lasting energy*
• Boosts performance & mental clarity*
• Enhances feeling of alertness*
• Supports natural nitric oxide production*
• Supports improved performance*
• Reduces oxidative stress*

Features
• S7™ plant-based nutrient blend including  
 turmeric, tart cherry, blueberry, kale & more
• Bioavailable forms of vitamins A, C, E, &  
 B-vitamins
• Natural flavor
• 14 convenient single-serve packets
• 100% Vegetarian & Gluten Free
• No artificial colors, flavors, sweeteners or  
 preservatives

Active is the 
healthier way to 
energize your day.* 

Let’s make energy healthy again. 

Power up, with 
Plexus Active.

Try Plexus Products
Risk-free!

G

U A R A N T E E

M

ONEY BACK

60-DAY

Talk to a Plexus® Ambassador to try 
Active risk-free for 60 days. 

Don’t love it? Don’t sweat it. We’ll 
refund you—no questions asked.

Clean, long-lasting energy.  

Brochure

Plexus Active | Product Information Sheet

Clean, Lasting Energy 
You lead a busy life. From packing lunches in the morning to hitting 

that evening yoga class, you’re on the move, on the go, and on your 

way to absolute exhaustion at the end of the day. Unfortunately, your 

options for an extra energy boost have always included: coffee, tea, 

soda, and the latest stimulant-packed chemical concoction you can 

pick up at a gas station. That’s why we created Plexus Active: the 

approach to energy support that helps you feel awake, alert, and on top 

of your game—without sacrificing your health.* 
 
How Active Works 
 

Active contains green tea and yerba mate—natural sources of caffeine 

that won’t give you the jitters or set you up for a crash in a few hours. 

It also contains l-theanine, for mental clarity and focus. And with 

bioavailable forms of vitamins A, C, E, and B, Active can help you 

feel like the best version of yourself as it keeps your mind clear and 

your energy high.*

Active’s Primary Benefits 
 

• Clean, long-lasting energy*

• Boosts performance & mental clarity*

• Enhances feeling of alertness*

• Supports improved performance*

• Supports natural nitric oxide production*

• Reduces oxidative stress*
 
Active’s Advantage
 

• S7™ plant-based nutrient blend including turmeric, tart cherry,  

 blueberry, kale and more

• Bioavailable forms of Vitamins A, C, E, and B-vitamins

• Natural flavor

• 14 convenient single-serve packets

• 100% Vegetarian and gluten free

• No artificial colors^, flavors, sweeteners or preservatives
 
Who Should Use This Product? 
 

Plexus Active is the best choice for anyone who wants to increase 

their energy with a delicious, refreshing supplement without 

all the excessive sugar, chemicals, artificial flavors, and artificial 

colors^ found in energy drinks and sodas. Active brings you energy 

from natural sources, so you can get the energy you need to power 

through your day. Active is great for athletes and is a perfect 

post-workout recovery mix, but it’s also a powerful boost for 

anyone who needs a little extra energy—parents, teachers, college 

students, working professionals, and more.*

Healthy Energy for the Body and the Brain.*

Plexus Active is the ultimate lifestyle performance mix that is 
formulated to provide clean, lasting energy, along with mental clarity, 

enhanced feelings of alertness, and support for improved performance. 
With a clean energy blend and none of the “junk” found in other energy 
drinks and sodas, Active supports your active life and keeps you feeling 

powered up and ready to go, any time of day.*

Plexus Active™

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Spotlight: Nitric Oxide  
 

Active also contains an antioxidant rich blend of plant extracts 

(like turmeric, blueberry, tart cherry, and kale). This blend, in the 

amount found in Active, has been clinically shown to increase 

nitric oxide in the blood by 175%. Nitric oxide, naturally 

produced by our bodies, acts as a vasodilator, signaling the blood 

vessels to relax, thus increasing blood flow. This aids the body by 

delivering more oxygen, fuel, and other key nutrients to active 

muscles. L-citrulline malate and S7™ further  support nitric 

oxide production, which is associated with muscle recovery.* 

^added color from natural sources

Information Sheet

Nutrition

Energize Your Body and Brain.* 
Plexus Active is the convenient, delicious way to support your 
body’s natural energy, performance, and mental clarity. Natural 
sources of caffeine provide clean energy while bioavailable forms 
of vitamins, and a plant-based nutrient blend help to fuel your day. 

Suggested Use
Mix 1 Active packet with 12-16 fl. oz. of water and shake immediately.

Plexus Active™

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Product Card

Available Tools:



**Shipping and handling not included.

 *These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

I just know you’re going to love Plexus Active! 
If you’re ready to re-energize your daily life in a 
healthier way, it’s the best option for you, by far! 
Let’s get your order in so you can try it out.*

Ask for the order:

CLOSE

Hey, (prospect’s name)! What did you think about 
that info I sent over about Plexus Active? Were 
you as surprised as I was that an “energy” product 
can be so healthy? I’m loving how Active keeps 
me feeling like I’m at the top of my game, without 
sacrificing my health. You should definitely check 
out Active’s key benefits, features, and ingredients, 
if you haven’t already. Here’s one more piece of 
info for you that can help you learn more. (second 
tool) Click on it and I’ll point out some things!*

FOLLOW 
UP

That’s a great question. I’m glad 
you asked! I actually have one 
more piece of info to share 
with you that might answer that. 
(second tool) Go ahead and open 
it up, and I’ll walk you through it!

If a prospect asks questions:
OR

? To help answer any questions that you might have from your customers, we’ve designed detailed FAQ’s 
for Plexus Active that are posted on the Product Information Sheet in the Shareable Media Library.

For additional details, visit plexusworldwide.com. 

Questions From Your Customers?  

Try Plexus® products for 60 days. 
Feel the difference, or your money back!**

G

U A R A N T E E

M

ONEY BACK

60-DAY

Hey, (prospect’s name)! I’ve always thought all “energy” products were bad for you, so I’ve tried 
to avoid them, even when I’m dragging at work or need a boost to get me to the gym. But I’ve 
found a healthier option, so as a fellow busy dad, I had to share. Plexus Active is a healthier 
way to give myself an energy boost whenever I need it. It’s got natural sources of energy, 
plus other ingredients like l-theanine, vitamins, and choline (for a healthy brain), nitric oxide 
production, and feelings of alertness. And it’s free from artificial flavors, colors, sweeteners, 
and preservatives, so I get the energy I want—and none of the junk I don’t. Bottom line: Active 
makes me feel more ready to take on daily life. I think you’d love it, too, so I’ll send you some 
additional info. Let me know what you think!* (first tool)

OR

Your Conversation Might Sound Like This:

"Hi, (prospect’s name)! I’ve finally found a way to increase my energy without sacrificing my health! 
It’s called Plexus Active, and it’s a way to get clean, lasting energy without resorting to chemical 
stimulants. Active contains natural sources of caffeine like green tea and yerba mate, plus 
l-theanine for mental clarity and focus. Active also supports nitric oxide production with citrulline 
malate and an antioxidant-rich blend of plant extracts like turmeric, blueberry, tart cherry, kale, 
and more. This helps improve my daily performance, whether I’m hitting the gym or just driving 
the kids to soccer practice. Plus, Active is naturally sweetened and naturally flavored (peach 
mango, by the way. Yum!), with no artificial colors. And with bioavailable forms of Vitamins A, C, 
E, and B, it’s a much healthier way to recharge, any time of day. I’m sending over a little more info. 
Take a closer look at it, and I’ll check in tomorrow to see what you think!*  (first tool)

INTRO


